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Course Fees Payable
In Business Office
Before May 3

Symphonic
Group Will
Broadcast
Program Given In
Morris Dailey

:fast

0
HOP
W

irth
1

-Course fees are now due and
payable in Room 2 of the Administration building, announced Harry Brakebill, of the
Business office, yesterday.
Fees may be paid until May
3, and after this date there will
be an added late fee of $1.00.
After May 10, If fees still remain unpaid, those neglecting
to pay will have their registration cancelled.

By ELIZABETH MOODY
Presenting an hour and forty
minutes of brass and woodwind
musk, the Symphonic band, under
the direction of Thomas E. Eagan,
well play their annual concert tonight at 8:15 in the Morris Dailey
auditorium. Students, faculty, and
the public are invited, and there
will be no admission charge.
Special arrangements have been
made for a part of the program to
be broadcast through the facilities
Characters for George Bernard
of radio station KQW from 9:30
Shaw’s "Heartbreak House", satito 10 p.m.
rical comedy dealing with compliCLARINET SEXTET
cations in world affairs, will be
Highlight of the program will be
chosen today at 4 In the Little
Weber’s "Concerto No. 2 for ClariTheater, announces Hugh Gillis,
net". Instead of the conventional
Speech department head.
presentation, with a clarinet solo,
Shaw’s treatment of a group of
however, the solo part will be
sophisticated Londoners’ reactions
played in unison by six musicians.
to the imminence of great physical
This arrangement. Eagan points
danger, is timely in addition to
out demands of the performers a
being one of the best pieces of
(Continuo’ on Page Fourl
work Shaw has done, according to
Mr. (Ifni:4.

SHAW COMEDY
CAST CHOSEN
TODAY AT 4:00

Juniors Sign Up
Tomorrow For
Sneak Activities

Sign-up for all juniors who wish
to participate in Sneak Week activities will start tomorrow in Student Body President Hugh Staley’s
since from 8 to 4 o’clock tomorrow
through Friday.
All juniors should come prePared to say whether or not they
have a car available, and if they
Wish to take part in all activities.
Elegant Eight meet today
In Publications office.

at

Any junior girl interested in
working one hour each of these
da1’s M asked to attend a meeting
in the Publication
office today at
1200. according to Sneak Week
chairman Frank Bonanno.

.NUTic
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Vaccination
Results Given
Results of the thirty-one
smallpox vaccinations g I v en
Yesterday in the Health department from 12
to 1 o’clock will
be checked this Wednesday,
April 24, and
next Monday,
Apra 29,
Students who have had pre 0 01* smallpox
vaccinations are
Instructed to appear Wednesdat All others must return for

’411PeotIon

next Monday.

iviusical Lroups
Rewarded Today
In Morris Dailey
Rewarding the
college

Symphony

San Jose State
orchestra

and

A Cappella choir for concerts presented

last

year

as

part of the

Golden Gate International Exposi.
Von entertainment program, Harold William Roberts, acting commemorative secretary of the Cali-

EDITOR ANNOUNCES
PRINTING OF 200
1MORE LA TORRES
By BILL RODRICK
An estimated 100 members of recognized campus organitations
met last night in the Student Union for the spring quarter councilsponsored organization meeting to discuss problems of pertinent stu, dent interest and, as the principle order of business, to vote that the
’ yell leader elections be held in May along with the student council
elections.
Although the Associated Student constitution states that yell
leaders shall be elected after tryouts during the first two weeks of the
fall quarter, councilmen said that there was a strong possibility that
technicalities might be cleared up to permit students to ballot on next
year’s cheer leader at this quarter’s elections.
COUNCIL VACANCIES
The second suggested change in
-Revelries
the constitution which met, by a

Tickets
On Sale

fornia Commission for the Exposi-

Tickets for both performances
of the Spartan Revelries scheduled
for May 2 and 3 in the Morris
ment scrolls this morning at 11 Dailey auclitorulm have been In
o’clock in the Morris Dailey audi- great demand since they went on
sale last week, Ticket Chairman
torium.
The awards commemorate the Warner Keeley announced yesterFair appearances made by the 124 - day.
Students are advised to buy their
piece Symphony and the 64 -voice
Choir April 1, 1939, and May 3 of tickets immediately in order to be
the same year. Members of the or- sure of getting seats. All seats will
ganizations led by Adolph W. Ot- be reserved at general prices of
35 and 50 cents and may be pur(Picture on Page Four.)
chased at the Controller’s Mlles.
NEW IDEA
terstein. head of the Music deDirectors of this year’s Revpartment and conductor of the elries have attempted something
Symphony, and Choir Director Erl- entirely different in presenting a
endson, will receive their awards show built around one theme. The
individually from the hands of Act- production will offer songs, dances,
ing Commemorate Secretary and musical numbers all worked
Roberts.
into the general story of the "InAll students are invited to at- ferno".
Books are on reserve in the tend the award ceremonies by
Special costuming, unusual lightI library for those students inter- Music Department Head Otterstein. ing, and strange musical eff ects
ested in trying out for this closing An invitation to return to the 1940 will carry out the weird plot which
production of the San Jose Players’ Fair will accompany the award concerns the adventures of two
scrolls.
spring season.
newspaper men assigned by the
"Celestial Sun of the Kingdom of
Heaven" to investigate goings-on
in the "Inferno".
Appearing in their first genuine
characterizations will be the wellknown campus comedy team of
Wes Hammond and Jack Windsor,
supported by a number of talented
Awarding of Spardi Gras concessions will begin at 8 o’clock campus singers and actors.
ORIGINAL TUNES
this morning in the student body president’s office in the Student
Accompanying the musical numUnion.
Twenty different varieties of booths will be parcelled out to bers will be Sheldon Taix’s 14orchestra, especially organapplying organizations by the Spardi Gras committee under Chair- piece
ized for the performance. Orcheman Bob Payne. Applications will’
strations of several of the original
be considered strictly on the basis
tunes being sung by campus singof first come, first served, emphaers will be featured.
sized the chairman.
All singers are asked by Song
PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
Director Helen Smith to attend
Respective positions to be occuthe rehearsal at 4:00 this afterpied by the organization booths
noon In the Morris Dailey audiwill be assigned at the same time
Enlarging the amount of space torium. All songs must be
memas the applications are made.
in
pictures,
devoted to club group
orized.
Wednesday noon, between 12:15
answer to popular demand, Laand 1 p.m.. 22 co-eds entered In
Editor Bill Laffoon anthe Spardi Gras queen contest Torre
must appear before the selection nounces that 10 more campus
committee for one -minute personal clubs which have applied pree.,
interviews, according to Pa yn
yiously for group pictures In the
Failure to appear will mean that
More than 100 student body
will be photographed
annual
from
the entrant will be dropped
cards have not been called for
Friday at noon.
and
Thursday
the list, he said.
at the Controller’s office, states
Group pictures will he taken
WINNERS POSTED
Card Chairman Steve Hosa.
1
12
to
from
minutes
10
every
By 2 o’clock. the list ,if the ten
who emphasizes they will be
o’clock on the north steps of the
winners will be posted in the Pub-,
needed for several spring quarwing.
eight Art
lications office window. The
ter activities.
photobe
will
which
Clubs
women chosen by the committee.
In addition to being necessary
Florence graphed are: Chl PI Sigma. Phi
and
Gross
June
for use of the library, Health
with
State
club.
Geology
Kappa,
be Epsilon
Cottage, and athletic events, the
Booth already selected, will
Flying club, Hawaiian club, Sparphotographed Wednesday afterphotograph cards will be needed
deutsche
Verein,
Der
Hall.
be sent tan
for admittance to several Spar noon. Their pietism’s will
club, Cantorthe end of Varsity Lettermen’s
di Gras functions, Hosa says.
to Bing Crosby before
Association,
Teachers
of the nia Student
the week for final selection
i and Forestry club.
queen.
tion, will present members of the

two

groups with medals and parch-

Concessions For Spardi
Gras Given Out Today

La Torre Adds
Group Pictures

Student Cards
Yet Unclaimed

vote, the approval of the representatives was a proposal which
will go on this quarter’s ballot to
have the student council fill its own
vacancies by appointment rather
than call a special election for the
purpose as the election rules now
read.
Bill Laffoon, La Torre editor,
announced that 200 extra copies of
the annual would be printed to
allow students who failed to put
in bids for the book during the
recent sign-ups to order copies.
The announcement was made following an informal vote by councilmen allocating sufficient funds to
cover the cost. A new two-week
sign-up period will begin this week.
Laffoon said.
COUNCIL ELECTIONS
Announcements of the dates for
Recognition Day, election days, and
the sign-up period for candidates
who will run for student council
offices was made by President
Hugh Staley. Recognition Day was
set for May 23, the sign-up period
from April 29 to May 3. and stu(Continued oa Page. Four)

T

omorrow Ends
emor nea
Week Sign-up

Only one more day remains for
seniors intending to participate In
Sneak Week activities to declare
themselves, Senior Chairman Ralph
Kelly announced yesterday. If they
fail to do so before tomorrow, they
will not be considered in plans of
the upperclassmen.
At the time of registration seriiors should be prepared to tell
whether or not they have transportation arranged and state the
owner of the car in which they expect to travel.
The following people still have
room available and their friends
are advised to contact them Immediately: Betty Baker, Edmund
Breschini. Hal Buffa, Doan Carmody, Barney Casserang, Vanilla
Cupich, Don Dormyer, Jim Fahn.
Bob Fisher, Harry Forrest. Maley
Frees, Verne Hall, Leroy Hill. Hal
Mosiman, Bob Locks, Bart Maynard, Walt O’Brien, Francis Pearson, Bill Reimund, Harvey Rhodes,
Jack Riordan, Earle Rother, Norman Sarratt, Jeanne Staffelbach,
George Walsh, and Bob Thorup.
Taking registrations ill Student
Body President Hugh Staley’s arrive in the Student Union today will
Ire’: 8:00, Louise Cowen, Ralph
Kelly; 9:00. Peggy Mainmast Lo.
Orta/da: 10:00.
mhey Mori,
Peggy McDaniels; 11:00, Iva
S’uller. Mary Traub; 12:00, Beimu
i:ann, Mary Frees: 1:08. SWIM&
Kann. Arnold Grimm.
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By OR. T. W. MacQUARRIE

Entered Ai eeeund ele, matter .o the San
Yes. I know. and it looks almost
Pubbahed anT ached day by Ow Associated Students of San Jum Stat. Cones.
1445 South First Street , foolish
Columbia
toe, too, but we had the
Prom id Glob. Printing Co.
Subscription 7k per quarter or $1.51 per year.
sod and we had the help, so we
l’hrust and Parry:
I thought we’d like to see the cam - Dear
in the Spartan Daily reflect the viewpoint
Editorials and features
four years I have
unFor
those
without
is once again
of the writer and make no claim to represent student or college opinion. .411
-a,41ttly paths. That is really the San Just. State colies;i
editor.
the
by
are
editorials
assigned
incipal reason for the activity this. time I have reeeived
,ra th of the library. We may have
insttinntinsi and aid from
BILL RODRICK
had a dim hope, also, that good
B Word 8268
64 Aye, A.,
iiiiiarianm, to whom
it tzens would respect the sug
Phone B 111.1rd 78110
,leed grateful. and for

appearing
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A Welcome Example....

Also, why not put in walks
Members of the Spartan Revelries production staff where
the paths develop? Princecomsuch as the technicians and musicians deserve our
ton University tried that some
mendation at this point because of their praiseworthy lack , years ago, and very soon the camspiderweb of walks.
of mercenary inclinations this quarter in giving their all- pus was
ruined the
important services to the show without any recompense The system utterly
beauty of the quads. You can’t
whatever.
run along in front of every wanIii past rears, such U 1.1 not always the caw. .1. itiiisi- dering moron, you know, and lay

cruo, am/ techoiceitos,
fir! god riveiti’d i

thembers of fiii

./koi

staff

onsideration for theit work. As
did the producer. of the .hou , the) roloidered it notable
that thel should ?Tech c’ WC( PCII.e fri.iitnsi, NI 11 ill a
specialized field u here they email earn money, it nit. felt
that their time u’as worth S011le monetary consideration as
the only professionals of the Revelries help.
Whether or not these members of the Revelries production staff should or should not be paid is debateable, but
not the point here. The profits of the show, which, if it lives
up to advance notices, should be the best we’ve seen here
in many years, are going to the very worthy cause of band
uniforms, and if students show, by way of 1 oo’ ; attendance, the same spirit of cooperation as we have alluded to
in the case of the altruistic production members, the 1940
Revelries should highlight the long list of past productions
and place a substantial sum along with other contributions
in the fund which will eventually go to purchase new band
uniforms to replace the decrepit affairs now in use.

Get In The Battle....
Both Senior and Junior Sneak Week committees are
engaged at the present in enrolling members of their respective classes for participation in the activities of the
Week.

1,1.

,

Will all persons interested In ,
State college
joining a
Rod and Gun club" please meet in
Room 24 at 12:30 today. Thank
you --Dale Wren.

"San Jose

:Mundial

with clothing the biggest
cast since Peer Gynt, Miss
valuable will have designed 65
original arid
the voi individual costumes with the help
r
approximately
25
associates
I are in
A senior art major, the costume
whom I
I wring

waved

manager hails front Minnesota and
has now fulfilled a long -felt desire
to Ado
ocoswtuitmitinge.
h ,,
regular school
and Revelries work, Miss MetiVed
is doing her practice teaching,
On-stage accomplices report that
this year’s costumes are "knockouts" in the annual show’s first
attempt at complete costuming of
the cast.
’After all, we are of college level
land age and like to be treated 4.9
such. Let us all apply some of the
psychology which ve have si
readily learned.
Most students leave their homes
in the evenings to study In the
;library because they feel they can
accomplish more there. Students
do not appreciate being disciplines
in an institution which they con.
sider their own.

the library might he considered
noisy, the librarians do not find
it within thair judgment to walk
among the tables hushing any
slight disturbance, thus themselves
causing
disturbance
which
we
I believe I would be correl in
grant would not otherwise exist saying we all appreciate the lthratr
’cd
librarians enougdo to cooperate
.inducting ourselves as the
he’d
then
Even
him.
a walk for
I -r.ritlenien fir. are. We
stubthe
change direction on you.
I
V. 0111),11 Inpirssibli
fill
Ili’ ,
born cuss.
snil re.
in
innS to inform this new r,
4 ,1
I kin inc. of courss, that u
days
di
the students’ attitudes.,
really interest,’.
118
B. C.
’
It iii Iv,’ CallipUS. We I
it WO Mita those paths tlid;
only war the beauty of the pla,a
nit :111110111We publicly that. WV ;11.
CltiZiais. (Yes, I mean that
SAN JOSEs ,Mk COLLEGE
Anyone whir mars a public l’ citizen.)
poor
iii a
I wonder if we could somehow
establish a principle that we must
never walk in a path. No objection
to walking on the grass, you know,
but when we do, let’s not make a
path. How would it be if we were.
Apri, ?3 040
to put up signs, "Please don’t
make a path, or walk on one."

SPAR O,DAILY

You see, the whole tear quad
and the south campus were all
bare, hard ground just a few years;
ago. You people now can’t realize’
what an improvement has come
In
’Itt.bnuytouf rohna’dpusteteil:4 it tthh,t,’.gi’,’-’’ ’
wouldn’t want to revert In that
unsightly bareness again. Soup,,,,.
; --’ii
you help a little.
something. Take son.,

Seniors, with their es perienee of last year, realize the ’’’iiietiloki or
importance of cooperation during the Period; tho.e
[duality.
who are here for their third )ear also mi/). under.tand the
situation. The) know that the ener.t;etie pur.iiance of /be
ac/it itie.5 of the neck call for carefull) planned ,trate,i;)
NOTICE
- -the part of the limier.. The), knot( that Ihe it fillini.t; Cli/N1
The following women will go to
is the one with the most efficient organization.
There are many, however, who have never participated Room 17 of the Home Economics
building to be measured today:
before and are not fully informed of the proceedings. At 9:00--Dorothy kottinger, Maude
the same time, we feel sure that no one would be willingly Ashe, Patty Scholk. 9:30Lorrainit
left out, knowing the sport involved.
Umhalt, Betty Lester, Freda Nu One of the obstacles to hinder the two committees in ding, 10:00Vir9inia Canale, Iva
Claire Reed.
laying definite plans of warfare is the natural lethargy of Wells,:3e0r,Betty
mRoasreg
arrhetil
students in signing up. Cars are needed, and students with- w a10Ik
u e rGi tuen n u rCt hs ba
out cars can make themselves ii.sef id in many various ways.’11:00Mildred Hollis, Virginia
Half the fun of a thing like Sneak Week is in plan- Ebner, Beverly Iverson, 11:30
fling for it. This is the annual battle between the two up- Virginia Rowe, Florence Hobbs.
Settles, Elizabeth
Per classes, so it behooves every loyal member to support Cooper,
1Perry.:00Carolyn
Genieve Barcelona, 1:30
IRS organization.
Mary Falcone, Lois Webb, Carol
- Meyers, 2:00Joyce Grebbell, Dor.
othy Clark, Tamaki Ogata, 2:30
Martha deVilbiss, Margaret Pine,
Lost; Tennis racquet in Men’s Tressie Richards.
gym locker room. The name, "Jim"
3.30Elaine Harvey, Merlie Da Frank appears on tee press.. Call vis, Edna Rossetto, 3:30Shirley
Col. 969. Reward.
Wray,
Norma
Hoag,
Dorothy
Jim Frank.
1 Bridgman.

NOTICES

deosning

the greatest 01’ respect.
A few nights ago I witnessed a
scene which I would not like to
remember as having occurred in
our college library. The person in
charge, apparently unaware of our
college’s scheme of existence and
spirit, found it within her duty to
walk throughout the library front
table to table, hushing all the
students who seemed in any posAnd this matter of saving steps. sible manner the slightest disA few more might do you good. orderly.
Now tor the moat part, this
Suppose you do save six steps and,
it the same time, contribute to newly self-elected disciplinaria.)
an unsightly campus; Mow much caused far more disturbance, hilarhave you been benefited? There is ity, and hysteria than any possible
li7i)bably more real good in those student.
extra steps than in a coke.
Now in the morning hours when

Still, you know, it might be
worth the effort if that beauty
spot could look as it did some
years ago. even for a short time.
It used to be a place of greenery.
of beautiful trees, of wide spaces
of lawn, of quiet and satisfaction.
Since the Union came into being
it has steadily deteriorated. It has
course, but
worried
us, of w
,
e
haven’t known what to do about it.

Ben Frizz!,;

have

In a show which is
front the ordinary in
001Ittimeg
Jeanette Medved, costume
mano
ger of the 1940 Spartan
Revelries,
is an important link in the
back.
aiorganization,
stage
iz atio.

Mr. Merchant:

Have your sales fallen off during this customary after
Easter slump? If so you are naturally in the market for in
crease in business.
Here ;. a .uqqe.tion ta,,it will bring that added t.nn
door. Ther. i a two million dollar market availab:,
:r ou thn3 nwrchn-int tc, pr nn.. Do vOU get your fair share
thi. lenge marInr? 5’n, en r
..urvey,, from San Joe.’
rhow ’hot onl..
h.w of the San J,.-e Aare.
’Is
n
part of thi ,n,i/ 1.0
If Vial are not one 04
3,,n. in e ackortiing n, the Sp.an!nan Daily to slice the
dollar pie

Sc’

your

The V.3u,ines,, of 3800
id you. Simply tele
. atafive of the Paper
hn,n3. Ballard 7800 and a
will (all on you immediately win, iolark telling you how to
obtain additional business.
For efficient advertising th,0 will sell your goods, call
.t SPARTAN DAILY.
Very

truly

yours,

DICK OFSTAD
Business Manager.

Cinclermen Face Olympic Club Today
f
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Sure, his suggestion that a
radix rig could be set up in
,e school swimming pool was
;! right, and maybe we could
,nt a dried prune warehouse to
.orkout on when the swimming
an Is using the plunge.
Prunes would be just as good
;substitute as Mr. Healey’s
.,heat suggestion. and I arn
ae that we could get full co :aeration from the Chamber of
:amerce.
If I am not wrong there are
it least two Spartan athletic
mos who are operating without
:budget, namely the cross wary and gymnastics teams.

the

limited financial situation
Ash does not allow the entire
Mall squad to make journeys
’sr out-of-town games, would
’oily receive a severe setback
eth the additional expense of
:.ying two racing shells, and
-dtng a crew coach in addiit to the enormous operating
:tome.
Why not sponsor steeple chase
;often the Spartan Daily office
od San Carlos, as there are
aely enough obstacles during
et weather to assure a hazard.
us course. It would be inure
oilomical and just as practiai. Sincerely yours,
Peter Kristovich.

Y
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Vasconcellos
Tony Sunzen
ompete In Drake
Relays Friday
f

L

p or Ca

SAN .10St., CALIFORNIA,

T rESA,
DY .11’inf.

I
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TENNIS TEAM MEETS
STATE CAPTAINS
LEAVE TONIGHT DONS TOD AY; AFTER
and Tony Sunzeri THIRTY-SECOND
WIN
board
Southern Pacific ChalSan Jose’s jumping twinsTicky
Vasconcellos
the

lenger at Oakland tonight at 8
o’clock bound for Des Moines,
Iowa and the famed Drake Relays.

The Spartan co -captains are
entered
in
the open
division
against the cream of the nation’s
outstanding broad jumpers and
pole vaulters.
They are scheduled to arrive in
Ames, Iowa, forty miles from DesMoines, Thursday night at 11:00
and will go to the scene of the
relays Friday morning. Vasconcellos is slated to perform in the
qualifying trials for the broad
Jump event Friday afternoon at
2 o’clock. Sunzeri will meet his
first test io competition either Friday or Saturday afternoon when
the open pole vault gets underway.
Both Vasconcellos and Sunzeti
I be competing against om
cots who have chalked up eht
standing marks this season. L
year’s winner in ,he broad pi;,,:,
a mark whe
:waved over 21
v
I each ofte,
Ticky has yet
in competition I lous over. the I.,
wallas) jumper fouled three at
over 24 feet 4 inches last ,
Saturday and may hit the 24 -foot
mark in Des Moines

Phi Epsilon Kappa’
Challenges DTO
To Track Meet
I

Signifying their interest in meet.
ing Delta Theta Omega, campus
social fraternity, in a track meet,
Phi Epsilon Kappa, men’s physical
education fraternity, yesterday anto
nounced an eight -man team

titer all, a sports editor is no
..ecial wizard, and he can’t be
seated for just a little sugIlion or can he’.’ This column
...eves your idea
of
adding
-ple-ehase to our sports proface DTO.
has great merit. In fact,
The physical education fraterll. build a library addition
the leadership of
nity. Unties
..:t a steeple -chase.
We arc open
’asconcellos. has listed
ell ideas. Mr. Kristovich, and "Ticky"
following Merl to COMpeto
fl favor of all practical sports. the
agiiinst the social group:
o’ituld suggest that you draw
Vasconcellos.
Sprints"Tinky"
Hans for It steeple-ehase, in
, -Hank" Vasconcellos.
rt you may he
able I.; get an
Delos
Staley,
HurdlesHugh
job caring for the horses.
s3aiaby.
’191Y Sorry that this column
DistancesHugh Staley.
been the first tie bring such
Bronzan,
Weight EventsBob
irini to the
students.
Dave Titchenal, Bob Titchenal,
II nves me
satisfaction to know
Hugh Staley.
.tat Km were amused with the
Broad Jump and High Jump
:fir Mr. Kristovich,
it shows that "Ticky" and "Hank" Vasconcellos.
e least one
person mid this col Pole VaultHugh Staley.
’SS And thanks to you also for
JavelinLowell Todd.
Illreming something
to till up
Leroy Hill, president of the frafate with. It is so difficult
to find ternity, also stated that this eight "’t111liK INTERESTING to write
man team will take on all comers.

PARTICIPATE
FOR WINGED -0
Meet Scheduled For
Spartan Field, 4:00

San Jose’s thrice defeated track
arid field aggregation meets its
fourth hurdle of the season this
afternoon on the Spartan field
track when they tangle with the
strong San Francisco Olympic club
’quad in a twilight encounter.

The first event, the mile run, is
t slated to get under way promptly
,
Pointing for their thirty-second San Francisco netter, in the fea- at 4 o’clock.
HAVE CHANCE
consecutive victory, Coach Erwin tura match. In their last encounter
’
Chances for a San Jose victory
Harper
defeated
Dapello
6-0,
6-1,
Blesh’s varsity tennis team travels
seem possible as the Olympic club
Vic Ehle will tangle with Ed
team will be minus several of its
to the University of San Francisco
Topkins in the second singles’
outstanding performers. Many
today to meet the Dons for the match while Jack Dixon,
Harper’s members of the
Winged -0 are
second time in two weeks.
doubles mate, meets John Zaro in
former college performers now
Last Tuesday the Spartan net- the third singles.
working and jobs may keep them
tea’s continued their phenomenal
QUETIN COMPETES
from competing. Last Saturday
streak intact by whitewashing
George
Quetin
and
Captain Charlie Hunter’s squad defeated
their Frisco foes 9 to 0.
George Kifer complete the Spartan
Fresno State in their third apHARPER PLAYS
lineup. playing in No. 5 and 6, repearance of the season.
Playing in his usual No. 1 spot spectively.
The entire Washington Square
for the Spartans will be reliable
The first doubles team of Harper squad is
improving with each perEd Harper, who is undefeated since and Dixon meet Dapello and Top formance as was indicated by the
replacing John Krysiak, former kins, while Ehle and Egling tangle
marks set in Saturday’s San Diego
No. 1 performer who was declared with Zaro and Thompkins. Quetin
meet. Eyes will be focused on the
ineligible two weeks ago. Harper and Kifer perform against Venve
javelin and quarter mile events in
is slated to tangle with Ed Dapello, I and Povey,
which two San Jose students will
be competing for the Olympic
Club,
TODD THROWS
Lowell Todd, former national
.liampion, will throw the javelin
,gainst Ed Grant and George Terof the Spar tan
on. Todd has
thrown the spear over 210 feet
t
his
season,
while Grant surprised
7 wc. rmc,,c games will be played by the freshman baseball team
everyone Saturday by getting off
before spikes and gloves are put away this season.
Tomorrow afternoon at Graham field, Coach Larry Fiorini’s a toss of 194 feet.
I
Joe Calder, transfer student
powerful squad will play San Jose,
I from California now enrolled in
high school in what should be a
San Jose, will compete in the quarhard-fought ball game. Since this
year’s frosh nine is made up of
, ter mile against Spartans Jim Kerr
and John Sedell.
several San Jose high stars of last I
Tony Sunzerl and Ticky Vasyear who coasted to the PAL,
concellos will make their final San
title, the game should turn out to!
Jose appearance before taking the
be an interesting affair. Pete
train to the Drake Relays tonight.
"Khaki" Filice, best of the Spart-

FR c::
BASEBALLERS
PLAY SAN JOSE HIGH
LINKSMFN.
MATCHED WITH
GAELS TODAY

:
I
j let hurlers, will be out to show,
I several of his former mates of last
year that he hasn’t forgotten how!ci
to throw curves, while the prepters will be putting extra energy,
s
-into their swings at the plate,
l
San Jose State’s golf team will
Th ursday afternoon, the yearhigh
Ilings have scheduled Hollister J.C. match clubs with the Saint Mary’s
to
Hayward
Traveling
for a game on the latter’s dia- Gaels today at the San Jose Coun- school today, San Jose State’s
mond. San Jose holds one victory try club. The Spartan linksmen freshman track and field squad
over Hollister alread y, having will be after their twenty-ninth meets its fourth foe of the season
trimmed them, 4-2. at Spartan straight victory.
in a practice meet set for 3 o’clock.
Paced by Herb Showers, who
The Hayward team is one of the
field week before last.
75.
the
Spartan
golfers,
stroked
a
strongest units the Spartlets have
Fiorini’s squad will be gunning
defeated
the
Gael
divot
diggers.
faced this season and should give
for their eleventh and twelfth wins
Ii to 0,
last week at Richmond. the local yearlings a good meet.
of the season against this week’s
tai
rated
local
golf
e
r
:4
are
The
captain Charlie Bowers. frosh
opponents. Thursday they avenged t
blank the Monism valley tee -off :Mal:ince man, will lead his squad
a previous beating given them byl
.
.
into action.
Salinas J.C. when they travelled
Spartans Captain Warner Keeto Salinas and defeated the Jayley and Herb Showers will probNOTICES
ceers. 12-4.
ably be matched to face Gaels
Will all girls sewing on RevBurns and Fitzpatrick. Ken Horn- elries costumes meet in Room
iein and Bill Horn will probably .5201 at 4:30 o’clock today.
meet Hohl and Magnani from Saint
Jeanette Medved.
Mary’s, while Bill Parton and Bob
Burchfiel
will
meet
Gaels
Williams
Pi Sigma Chi members meet at
Hawaiian club will attempt to
and McLaughlin.
12:15 o’clock today, upstairs in
down Epsilon Nu Gamma in an inThe Spartan six-man golf team Science buildingHank Cortani.
league
basketball
ter -fraternity
last Saturday defeated the Fresno
game this afternoon, while DTO
W.A.H.00..n..s.,H.S31700033331:934,
State college team, 6 to 0.
Sigma.
Phi
Gamma
takes on
DIAMONDS
at
today
softball
intramural
In
NOTICE
earioll’m
face
Hombastics
noon, the
CHARLES S. GREGORY
Phi Epsilon Kappa meeting toCuties; Seals exchange blows with ’
night. Spartan Stags, 7:30.
Dells
Tau
Designer of
and
Cubs
the Yankees;
Hill.
L.
meet; and the Dodgers will vie
Iwith the Oaks.
Specially designed pins for
A good memory, clear thinking
and vital nerve energy depend
organizations. Best quality
on efficient functioning Eyes.
at prices that please.

offers Hold Victory
Over Opponents

FROSH TRACK
TEAM IN MEET
AT HAYWARD

Gamma Phi Sigma
Meets DTO’s Today

NOTICES
Preliminary instructors course in
will
water safety and life saving
the
earhmnton club
will meet in meet tonight in Room 210 of
!’"!, hYmnasium at noon today. Science building instead of in the
wmplete signup
will be held at Women’s gym.
"1’ ttme for those
Charles Walker, Gall Tucker.
interested in
41’,IPating in meets for
the corn.
3 quarter.
Plans will be drawnLost: A Delta Chi sorority pin
er a meet With
San Mateo to on the campus. If found, return to
Well all freshman golf candi41(1 in the near
Lost and
future. Miss Dorothea Bernsdorf or
iSa
at Walt McPherson’s
wornen’s physical education Found. Valuable for sentimental dates report
,office at 12 o’clock today.
announced yesterday.
reasons.
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FORMER
SPARTANS TO IOWA TWO
SPARTANS

this column
bering is a letter
recently from an enthusibase fan who is decidedly
c
CREW The letter follows:
Thrust and Parry:
quite amused re
I have been
ideas expressed in
:Hey at the
-Scope written by
:v Healey -O
Healey.
carts Editor John
be ex
must
sure
Healey
Mr
finding
:;nencing difficulties in
aims matter for his column,
,ii he goes out on the limb
crew
,th his suggestion of a
college.
:tie for San Jose State
I wonder if he has any idea
:tslit cost and difficulties of
Wing a course long enough on
otch practice could be held?
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AND PAVAY
Ihar Thrust and Parry
I’m’ four years I have ,itteniled

In a show which is departing
front the ordinary in
costumes,
Jeanette Medved, costume
maw
ger of the 1940 Spartan
Revelries,
is an important link in the
back.
stage organization.

Faced with clothing the biggest
During east
since Peer Cynt, M1.411
Medved
this time I have received valuable will Miv,. designed 65 original ane
vidual costumes with the
iiistruttion told aid front the col help
litif;frifins, to whom I sun in- its Approximately 25 associates.
l.
A senior art niajor, the costume
deed grateful, and for whom I
manager hails from Minnesota and
have the greatest of respect.

San

Jose State college.

Still, you know, it might be
worth the effort if that beauty
A few nights ago I witnessed a
spot could look as it did some scene which I would riot like to
years ago, even for a short time. remember as having occurred in
It used to be a place of greenery, our college library. The person in
of beautiful trees, of wide spaces charge, apparently unaware of our
of lawn, of quiet and satisfaction. college’s scheme of existence and
Since the Union came into being spirit, found it within her duty to
it has steadily deteriorated. It has walk throughout the library from
worried us, of course, but we’ table to table, hushing all the
haven’t known what to do about It., students who seemed in any posAnd this matter of saving steps. sible manner the slightest disA few more might do you good. orderly.
Suppose you do save six steps and,
at the same time, contribute to
an unsightly campus; bow much
have you been benefited? There is
probably more real good in those
extra steps than in a coke.

*****

REVELRIES
PREVIEW

MaclatJARRIE
DR T. W.
y
B
I

the Sari 5,,r I’.,,,tufo,.
matter
1..1
I- meted
i4 IS
1141 it 104 4104 :L1111081
Y4’, I
Published *very sehml day by the Aseaciated Students of San Jose State College
1445 South First Street 14 44 diffh to 1114 too, but we had the
Columbia 435
Pens* el Globe PrIntine t o.
Subectoption 7$c per quarter or $1.541 per year.
sod and we bail the help, so vte
we’d like to see the cans in the Spartan Daily reflect the viewpoint thought
Editorials and features
pus once again without those unof the writer and make no claim to represent student or college opinion. .411
sightly paths. That is really the
unsigned editorials are by the editor.
principal reason for the activity
?milli of the library. WV may have
had a dim hoiw, also. that good
Phone Ballard 8268
64 Ayer Ave.
citizens would respect the mugOffice Phone, Ballard 7800
stIll

EDITOR

***** **** ****** ****

I.

Now for the moat part, this
newly self-elected disciplinaria.,
caused far more disturbance. hitai
ity, and hysteria than any possible
student.
Now in the morning hours when
the library might he considered
noisy, the librarians do not find
it within their judgment to walk
. mong the tables hushing any
-.light disturbance, thus themselves
causing
disturbance
which
we
grant would not otherwise exist

has now fulfilled a long -felt desire
to do costuming.
Along with her regular school
and Revelries work, Miss Medved
is doing her practice teach*,

On-stage accomplices report that
this year’s costumes are "knock
outs" in the annual show’s
attempt at complete costuming of
the cast.

first

After all, we are of college level
land age and like to be treated As
Isuch. Let us all apply some of the
psychology which we have
!readily learned.
Most students leave their homes
in the evenings to study in the
, library because they feel they can
Accomplish more there. Students
do not appreciate being disciplined
in an institution which they con.
sider their own.

Also, why not put in walks
Members of the Spartan Revelries production staff ’ where
the paths develop? Princesuch as the technicians and musicians deserve our com- ton University tried that some
mendation at this point because of their praiseworthy lack years ago, and very soon the camof mercenary inclinations this quarter in giving their all- pus was a spiderweb of walks.
I believi I would be corrett in
important services to the show without any recompense The system utterly ruined the
beauty of the quads. You can’t
susyinig we all appreciate the WW1’
whatever.
Should this.
run along in front of every wanlihrarians enougl to cooperate
In Past Years, such was not always the case. .1, musi- dering moron, you know, and lay ’lin:Irian be :illovved 1,,
ciinillietine ourselves as the
cians and leclmicians, these Members of the shim’s staff a walk for him. Even then he’d id,rits who, in the eveninare. We
expected and received t/ c()11:11eratiou for their work. As change direction on you, the stub- 11, net dititUrbitltr otlursIt’
l’t
it
ht.
pOSSibl.
ti
born
cuss.
.
lit tit ttlIlltt and
did the producer, of the shou, the) considered it justifiable
Arley
librarians
tii
sri
list
Ii
it
,.1 4411’ eltdahood days.
that the) should receive recompense because, being in a I know, si 01111,4C, that most id me as to the students’ a’? it
sn-tii e really interested in at. .1Sincerely,
a C.
specialized field is here they could earn money, it u 51.5 felt n:why(’
campus. We’d like
Elicit their time 11 1, is orth some monetary consideration as it without those paths that om
the only professionals of the Revelries help.
only mar the beauty of the plat,
Whether or not these members of the Revelries pro- but announce publicly that we are
SAN JUSE1i
COLLEGE
duction staff should or should not be paid is debateable, but poor citizens. I Yes, I mean that
5 Ca 1 56,
who mars a public plait not the point here. The profits of the show, which, if it lives Anyone
is a poor citizen.)
SPAR
-DAILY
up to advance notices, should be the best we’ve seen here I wonder if we could somehow
in many years, are going to the very worthy cause of band establish a principle that we must
uniforms, and if students show, by way of ioor; attend- never walk in a path. No objection
ance, the same spirit of cooperation as we have alluded to to walking on the grass, you know,
in the case of the altruistic production members, the 194o but when we do, let’s not make a
path. How would it be if we were,
23. 1940
Revelries should highlight the long list of past productions to
put up signs, "Please don’t
and place a substantial sum along with other contributions make a path, or walk on one."
in the fund which will eventually go to purchase new band You see, the whole rear quasi
uniforms to replace the decrepit affairs now in use.
Mr. Merchant:
and the south campus were all

Get In The Battle....

bare, hard ground just a few years
ago. You people now can’t realize
what an improvement has come
about front putting in the grass
If you had seen it then, you
wouldn’t want to revert to that
unsightly bareness again Suppose
I you help a little. Be a good sill
sir something. Take some ut!,
method of declaring your Individuality.

Both Senior and Junior Sneak Week committees are
engaged at the present in enrolling members of their respective classes for participation in the activities of the
week.
Seniors, with their C1 PC/7C/WC of last tear, realt-,. the
importance of cooperation during the period: thosc minors
who aPi here for their third year also may understand the
the *situation. They know that the energetic pursuancs
at-tit ales of the week call for carefully planned strateg)on
NOTICE
the part of the leaders. They know that the winning class
The following women will go to
is the one with the most efficient organization.
Room 17 of the Home Economics
There are many, however, who have never participated building
to be measured today:
before and are not fully informed of the proceedings. At 9:00Dorothy Kottinger,
Maude
the same time, we feel sure that no one would be willingly Ashe, Patty Scholk, 9:30Lorraine
Umhalt, Betty Lester, Freda Nu left out, knowing the sport involved.
One of the obstacles to hinder the two committees in, ding, 10:00Virginia Canale, Iva
Betty Claire Reed.
laying definite plans of warfare is the natural lethargy of Wells,
10:30Rose
Gunn,
Charlotte!
students in signing up. Cars are needed, and students with- Walker, Marguerite
Wurtsbaugh,
out cars can make themselves useful in many various ways. 11:00Mildred Hollis, Virginia
Half the fun of a thing like Sneak Week is in plan- Ebner, Beverly Iverson, 11:30
ning for it. This is the annual battle between the two up- Virginia Rowe, Florence Hobbs.
1:00Carolyn Settles, Elizabeth
per classes, so it behooves every loyal member to support Cooper,
Genieve Barcelona, 1:30
Perry.
his organization.
Mary Falcone, Lois Webb, Carol
Meyers, 2:00Joyce Grebbell, Dorothy Clark, Tamaki Ogata, 2:30
Martha deVilbiss, Margaret Pine,
Lost: Tennis racquet in Men’s Tressie Richards.
gym locker room. The name, "Jim"
3.30Elaine Harvey, Merlie DaFrank appears on toe press.. Call vis, Edna Rossetto. 3:30Shlrley
Col. 969. Reward.
Wray,
Norma
Hoag,
Dorothy
Frank.
Jim
Bridgman,

NOTICES
Will all persons interested in
joining a "San Jose State college
Rod and Gun club" please meet In
Room 24 at 12:30 today. Thank
you --Dale Wren.

Have your sales fallen off during thi-,
t.hairy abet
Easter slump? If so. you are naturally in the market for
crease in business.
Here is a sugge:tion that will bring that added bu,ire
to your door. There
a two million dollar market .1.
for you, the merchant lc pit- C . Do you get your fair ;hat.
.-,f this large marl<pf? Pe- (.1’1 1 :deet surveys, free’ San
how that only A few of Ihe San Jose ;tore,
!love thy. greute.t port f,ff. fi,,

Illerr ’lore., is s aftvertisir)ri
lwt; million dollar pie.

If you are not one of
he Sparlan Daily to slice the

;1,10

The business of 3800 tudents awaits you. Simply isle
phone Ballard 7800 and n sales representative of the paper
will call on you immediately, with detail’, telling you how to
obtain additional business.
For efficient advertising that will sell your goods- 41
4,0 SPARTAN DAILY.
Very truly yOUrs,
DICK OFSTAD
Business Manager.
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1Onaermen Face
Olympic Club Today
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’s dr-Porting
C costumes,
turtle maim.
in Revelries,
In the hack.

BviOlIN HEALFY

.4.,

Parry:
Nn Thrust and
quite amused re
I luve been
ideas expressed in
stntly at the
written by
rre Mealey-O-Scope
Healey.
aorts Editor John
0-. Healey sure must be ex
renting difficulties in finding
eject matter for his column,
,nn lie goes out on the limb
crew
sith his suggestion of a
college.
ten for San Jose State
I wonder if he has any idea
of
r the cost and difficulties
Wing a course long enough on
arch practice could be held?

the costume
I innes.ota and
desire

4ular school
Miss Medved
teacluag,
to report that
are "knock.
show’s first
rostuming of
MPAIMIll

Sure, his suggestion that a
:abet rig could be set up in
nr school swimming pool was
right, and maybe we could
nrit a dried prune warehouse to
orkout on when the swimming
dam Is using the plunge.
Prunes would be just as good
substitute as Mr. Healey’s
.heat suggestion, and I rem
it that we could get full co
aeration from the Chamber of
:ommeree.

college lever
or treated as
some of the
e have ii
their homes
tudy in the
net they can
e. Students
y disciplined
h they conno correit in
In the Wane
to cooperate
von as the
are We

It I am not wrong there are
it least two Spartan athletic
dams who are operating without
i budget, name] y the crossluntry and gymnastics teams.
The limited financial situation
o!ch does not allow the entire
cabal’ squad to make journeys
’ir out-of-town games, would
i.rely receive a severe setback
’ilk the additional expense of
:,,,rig two racing shells. and
’,ding a crew coach in addiin to the enormous operating

Met and
hood din,
r.

inense.
’Shy not sponsor steeple
:1’ween the Spartan Daily

chase
office
3 San Carlos. as there are
aely enough obstacles during
.et weather to assure a hazardtourSe.
It
would he more
Asomical and just as practi-Sincerely yours,
Peter Kristovich.
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ompete In Drake
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TENNIS TEAM MEETS
DONS TODAY; AFTER
Vasconcellos and Tony Sunzeri THIRTY-SECOND
WIN
board the Southern Pacific ChalSan Jose’s jumping twinsTicky

lenger at Oakland tonight at 8 i Pointing for their thirty-second
o’clock bound for Des Moines, consecutive victory, Coach Erwin
Iowa and the famed Drake Relays. Blesh’s varsity tennis team travels

San Francisco netter, in the fed tune match. In their last encounter
Harper defeated Dapello 6-0, 6-1.
Vic Ehle will tangle with Ed
Topkins in the second singles
match while Jack Dixon, Harper’s
!doubles mate, meets John Zaro in
the third singles.
QUETIN COMPETES
,
George
Quetin
and
Captain
George Etter complete the Spartan
lineup. playing in No. 5 and 6. respectively.
The first doubles team of Harper
and Dixon meet Dapello and Toploins, while Ehle and Egling tangle
with Zaro and Thompkins. Quetin
and Kifer perform against Venve
and Povev.

The Spartan co-captains are to the University
of San Francisco
entered
in
the
open
division today
to meet the Dons for the
against the cream of the nation’s
outstanding broad jumpers and second time in two weeks.
Last Tuesday the Spartan netpole vaulters.
tetra continued their phenomenal
They are scheduled to arrive In
streak intact by whitewashing
Ames Iowa forty miles from Destheir Frisco foes 9 to 0
Moines, Thursday night at 11:00
HARPER PLAY’S
and will go to the scene of the
Playing in his usual No. 1 spot
relays Friday morning. Vasconfor the Spartans will be reliable
cellosis slated to perform in the
Ed Harper, who is undefeated since
qualifying trials for the broad
replacing John Krysiak, former
jump event Friday afternoon at
No.1performer who was declared
/ o’clock. Sunzeri will meet his
ineligible two weeks ago. Harper
!first test io competition either Fri .s stated to tangle with Ed Dapello.
day or Saturday afternoon when
the open pole vault gets underway.
Both Vasconcellos rend Sunzeri
will Ire competing against (ipponents who have chalked up out1 standing ’narks this season. Last
year’s winner in the broad jump
sorrevel over 24 feet, a mark which
Tieky has yet to’ !vita (aerially
Two more games will be played by the freshman baseball team
in competition. ilie.i.ever, the Hawalisin juniper fouled three at -1 before spikes and gloves are put away this season.
s
tempts over 24 feet 4 inches last
Tomorrow afternoon at Graham field, Coach Larry Fiorrim’s
Saturday and may hit the 24 -foot powerful squad will play San Jose;
high school in what should be a’
mark in Des Minh,

BAsEBALLER
FROSH
S
PLAY SAN JOSE HIGH
hard-fought ball game. Since this;

year’s frosh nine is made up of ,
San Jose high stars of last
year who coasted to the P.A.L.
p
tbeitle,atnhe ignatemreestsihnobuldatffuarinr. outere!

Phi Epsilon Kappa several
Challenges DTO
To Track Meet
Signifying their interest in meeting Delta Theta Omega, campus
social fraternity, in a track meet,
Phi Epsilon Kappa, men’s physical
an.
education fraternity, yesterday
nounced an eight -man team to

NOTICES

LiNKsmEN

11ATCHED WIT
GAELs TODAY

"Khaki" Filice, best of the Spart- I
let hurlers, will be out to show!
several of his former mates of last
year that he hasn’t forgotten h 0
to throw curves, while the prepsters will be putting extra energy
1 into their swings at the plate.
San Jose State’s golf team will
Thursday afternoon, the yearlings have scheduled Hollister J.C. match clubs with the Saint Mary’s
for to game on the tatter’s dia- Gaels today at the San Jose Counmond. San Jose holds one victory try club. The Spartan linksmen
air Hollister a 1r et a d y, having will be after their twenty-ninth
trimmed! them, 4-2, at Spartan straight victory.
Paced by Herb Showers, who
field week before last.
stroked a 75. the Spartan golfers
Fiorini’s squad will be gunning
defeated the Gael divot diggers,
for their eleventh and twelfth wins
to 0, last week at Richmond,
of the season against this week’s
The Meal golfers are rates! to
opponents. Thursday they avenged
I blank the. Moragn valley tee-orf
a previous beating given them by
artists.
Salinas J.C.. when they travelled
Spartans Captain Warner Keeto Salinas and defeated the Jayley and Herb Showers will probceers, 12-4.
ably be matched to face Gaels
Burns and Fitzpatrick. Ken Hornlein and Bill Hem n will probably
meet Hohl and Magnani from Saint
, Mary’s. while Bill Parton and Bob
Burchfiel will meet Gaels Williams
Hawaiian club will attempt to
and McLaughlin.
down Epsilon Nu Gamma in an inThe Spartan six-mien golf team
league
basketball
ter -fraternity
last Saturday defeated the Fresno
game this afternoon, while DTO
’ State college team, 6 to 0.
takes on Gamma Phi Sigma.
In intramural softball today at
NOTICE
noon. the Bombardiers face Carroll’a
Phi Epsilon Kappa meeting toCuties; Seals exchange blows with
night. Spartan Stags, 7:30.
the Yankees; Cubs and Tau Dells
HMI.
L.
meet; and the Dodgers will vie
Iwith the Oaks.
A good memory, clear thinking’
and vital nerve energy depend!
on efficient functioning Eyes.r

Golfers Hold V ictory
Over Opponents

Gamma Phi Sigma
Meets DTO’s Today

Preliminary instructors course in
will
water safety and life saving
eadm,nton club will meet in meet tonight in Room 210 of the
’"., Crnnasium at noon today. Science building instead of in the
’ complete
signup will be held at Women’s gym.
rat time for
Charles Walker, Gail Tucker.
those interested in
41’eillating in meets for the corn. 1 guider.
Plans will be drawnLost: A Delta Chi sorority pin
’"er a meet with
to
the campus. If found, return
San
on
Mateo to
,f held in
Will all freshman golf candi- I
the near future.
Dorothea Bernsdorf or Lost and
Miss
hot women’s
sentimental dates report at Walt McPherson’s
physical education Found. Valuable for
leructer.
, office at 12 o’clock today.
announced yesterday.
reasons.
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STATE CAPTAINS
LEAVE TONIGHT

seer all, a sports editor is no
wizard, and he can’t be
arcuted for just a little sug-uon. or can he? This column
..ities your idea
of adding
.-iiile-chase to our sports proDTO.
it has great merit. In fact, face
The physical education Crater ’ build a library addition
,’ a steeple -chase. m, are open ,
heceise,adhe:Sss listshiPoufi
rirtrello
11,reitiYe:ky’’"".k:isco
ir Ideas. Mr. Krestovich. and
following men to compete
flit’
:r, favor of all practical sports.
agai tint the social glom,:
would suggest that you draw
Vasconcellos.
Sprints"Tinky"
Plaits
fora steePlc-chasc. in -Hank" Vasconcellos.
"t You may be ahle to get tilt’
Delos
Staley,
HurdlesHugh
.rr*A jut) raring
for the horses, ,.-gby,
Tt only sorry
that this column
DistancesHugh Staley.
ikt been the fired to lit -lag
Bronzan.
ing ouch
Weight EventsBob
Idea to the students .
Dave Titchenal, Bob Titchenal.
gives me antisfaction to know
Hugh Staley.
Ikt IOU were amused with the,
Broad Jump and High Jump
l. Mr. Kristovich,
it shoves that Ticky" and "Hank" Vasconcellos.
least one person
read this colPole VaultHugh Staley.
rtn And thanks to you
also for
JavelinLowell Todd.
Alienating something to till
up Leroy Hill, president of the (negate with. It is
so difficult to tindlternity, also stated that this eight 4411’4 INTERESTING to write
" man team will take on all corners.
enut

y cher
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FOR WINGED -0
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ikaring la a letter this column
from an enthualmved recently
Inc decidedly,
horse tan who
letter follows c
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M. C. ROSENBERG, D. 0.
1220 East Santa Clara St
Office Hours 2-5 P.M

Meet Scheduled For
Spartan Field, 4:00
San Jose’s thrice defeated track
aggregation meets its
fourth hurdle of the season this
afternoon on the Spartan field

and field

track when they tangle with the
strong San Francisco Olympic club
fluad in a twilight encounter.

The first event, the mile run. Is
slated to get under way promptly
at 4 o’clock.
HAVE CHANCE
Chances for a Sari Jose victory
seem possible as the Olympic club
team will be minus several of its
outstanding performers. Man y
members of the Winged-0 are
former college performers now
working and jobs may keep them
from competing. Last Saturday
Charlie Hunter’s squad defeated
Fresno State in their third appearance of the season.
The entire Washington Square
’squad is improving with each per.
formance as was indicated by the
marks set in Saturday’s San Diego
meet. Eyes will be focused on the
javelin and quarter mile events in
which two San Jose students will
be competing for the Olympic
Club.
TODD THROWS
Lowell Todd, former national
hampion, will throw the javelin
4ainst Ed Grant and George Teri
of the S part a n s. Todd has
thrown the spear over 210 feet
this season, while Grant surprised
everyone Saturday by getting off
a toss of 194 feet.
Joe Calder, transfer student
from California now enrolled in
s’an Jose. will compete in the quarter mile against Spartans Jim Kerr
nil John Sedell.
Tony Sunzeri and Ticky Vasconcellos will make their final San
Jose appearance before taking the
train to the Drake Relays tonight.

FROSH TRACK
ITEAM IN MEET
AT HAYWARD
high
Hayward
to
Traveling
school today, San Jose State’s
freshman track and field squad
meets its fourth for of the season
in a practice meet set for 3 o’clock.
The Hayward team is one of the
strongest units the Spartlets have
faced this season and should give
the local yearlings a good meet.
Captain Charlie Rowers, frosts
,listance man, will lead his squad
into action.
NOTICES
Will all girls sewing on Revelries costumes meet in Room
S201 at 4:30 o’clock today.
Jeanette Medved.
Pi Sigma Chi members meet at
, 12:15 o’clock today, upstairs in
Science building.Hank Cortani.

vxmccanyoxformoorRyamccoov-,3
DIAMONDS

CHARLES S. GREGORY
Deal goer

of

Distinctive Jewelry
Specially designed pins for
organizations. Best quality
at prices that please.
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607 First Nat. Bank Bldg.
6th Floor
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State Employment
Bureau Calls For
Aircraft Workers

DAILY,

TUESDAY, APRIL

College Young
Republicans
Meet Tonight

1940

’‘HENRY IV’ OPENS THURSDAY
NIGHT IN LITTLE THEATER;
CHAMBERLIN HAS LEAD

Election of officers will be the
main business of the evening to- ,
night when the Young Republicans
i meet tonight at 7 o’clock in the 1
e
Student Union.
will
offer
a
mature
IV"
and
"Henry
finished
group
of citerschr
At a county-wide meeting of
Young Republicans held late last ;nations by the San Jose Players when it opens in the Little 1)14,4
week. live San Jose State college. Thursday and Friday nights at 8:15, according +0 Hugh Gillis, Speech
A call for 3,000 skilled and semi -skilled permanent employees
students were ueleeTtehd,tot offices in department head.
of
EmployDepartment
was issued yesterday by the California State
"The title role of Pirandello’s unusual drama calls for
variety
meni. at the request of the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation of South- 1111ct."annr1V 114Jricok pCfsta’d, vritee:peorersgi.:
interpretation, and Howard Chamberlin, who plays the part
-at
sergeant
Surber,
Reed
dents:
handles
ern California.
the character with excellent asds.
alms: Bob Payne and Don Ander
Anticipating a need for the additional workers to last at least
landing." says James Clancy, d:.
for a period of two years, the corporation has a backlog of unfilled s‘m. directors
Of stail, and Surber w eii
rector.
orders totaling $57,000,000 for military and commercial aircraft,
elected as representatives of the
STORY OF INSANITY
STUDENTS CONSIDERED
county group to attend the state
The story is of a man who
Midi
While experienced men are the
wide convention to be held in Lo,
a life led while insane a
great
most desirable, consideration will
Angeles on May 10, 11, and 12.
deal more happy than
be given to graduates and underThe second annual faculty show, ’according to the
convention and
graduates of mechanical and techrepresenting the best work of the customs of a
supposedly ma
nical schools after June 15.
entire Art department staff in
Interested students should sign
painting, sculpture, ceramics, and
Bronson, who has op.
Colored Slides
up some time this week at the
flower arrangements, is now on 8pecajiareentde.Y. In many San
Jose Player
State Employment Office at 393
display in the Art department presentations, is
cast as Matilda
S. Second street in San Jose.
Reitz - Spina,
Marques
wing,
to
according
sophisticated and worldly
- -- Representatives of campus orTESTS GIVEN
woman, with whom Henry IN’ was
Colored slides taken by L. C. el, Art department head.
General I-Q and Humm-Wads- ganizations and Councilmen Bill
The display will be shown for formerly in love.
worth tests will be given to all Rodrick and Ham Hodgson will Newby, language instructor, while
two weeks and all faculty memAnother important character
candidates in addition to a rigid meet this afternoon at 3 o’clock In Mexico last summer, will be
examination after the preliminary in the Student Union with the shown tonight at 8 o’clock in Room bers and students are invited by that of Beicredi, a man of the
Book Exchange committee to dig- 53 at the meeting of Der deutsche Reitzel to see what the art faculty world, and a complement to the
signup this week.
can do in the artistic field.
Matilda type of woman. He we
Consideration will be given to cuss plans submitted by the latter Verein. German society.
Newby will accompany the picgroup to the student council last
Water-color and oil paintings by he played by Clarence Cassel, boa
white American citizens only.
week.
tures with a description in the Belize]. Leeana Fisher, Dale Phil- known for his work in "Kind Lady’
Established as a permanent German language.. Other enter- lips, Eatella Hoisholt, and John last quarter.
rbody, the committee of Royal tainment scheduled for the meet- French are shown, with craft and
PART OF DOCTOR
Scott. Roger Battle, and Ferdin- ing will be the presentation of ceramics work by Herbert Sanders
Henry Marshall will handle the
*and Taggawa were sanctioned by German poems and stories by mem- and Susan Byrne. Flower arrange- role of the doctor, a
satirical per.
(Cowie:teed frost Page Ow)
the council to further develop their ber’ of the club.
ment is shown by Ruth Turner, trait of psychoanalysista in get.
dent council elections will be held "card index plan" for exchanging
All students of German are in- and the’ sculpture exhibit is by eral. Other members of the
catgut
on May 14 with the president and student text books and investigate viteel to attend the program.
Thomas Reed.
Barbara Bellah, Archie Case. Lest
the
possibilities
of
putting
two
Daniels, Emanuel Heinrich, How.
vice-president run-off being held
other schemes into operation.
NOTICE
NOTICE
ant Melton. Rollie Jones, farm
on May 17, Staley reported.
Roos Bros girls campus repreThe next step to be taken by
Der deutsche Verein meets to- Kirtiey, and Ed Soares.
Appearing thoroughly satisfied
the committee depends upon to- sentatives please meet at the store night in Room 53 at 8 o’clock. First
Tickets at 50 cents general ad.
with results of the investigations day’s meeting.
at 5:30 o’clock.
and second year students invited mission, and 25 cents, student rob,
and reforms started at the winter
are available in the Speech office
quarter organization dinner, rep-

Title Role Calls For Variety
In Interpretation, Says Clancyy

Permanent Employment Offered
To 3,000 Men For Two Years

Book Exchange
Committee Plans
Discussed Today

T

Exhibit By Art
Faculty Shown

Newby To Show
Tonight At 8:00

COUNCIL

ersentatives were given reports on
the book exchange plans, Co -opera- ,
tive Store, Revelries, Spardi Gras,
housing, the American Associations of Universities plan, and the
outcome of other investigations
into a number of minor proposals
made at last quarter’s banquet.

WORLD FAIR MUSK AWARDS

The sound -color film "ModerPlastics Preferred" will be Wow
by Phi Upsilon Pi, honorary chem.
lstry fraternity at one and fow
o’clock today in the Little Thum
instead of Room 112. The second
showing was arranged to accord
modate students who are usable
to attend at one o’clock.
From the giant pressee of production to the common every&
uses of the consumer, the evOlutior
of plastics, the first practical sub:dilute for natural products :
traced by the film.
The public is invited is ahes.

SPARDI GRAS REPORT
Reporting that the Spardi Gras I
was shaping up well, Chairman
Bob Payne said that concession
sign-ups would be held today with
the eight other candidates for the
queen expected to be picked tomorrow. Urging members of organizations to come in costume, Payne
advocated that members of individual groups come in common
dress.
"This will be a new high in Revelries shows," said Director Bill
Van Vleck, reporting on the annual musical comedy’s progress.
He said the Revelries producers
hoped to turn over around $500 in
anticipated profits to the band uniforms fund.

either showing of the

(Continued from Page Owl
techniqUe that
much more.
usual interpretation.
:-Atalents handling the Ohl’
Ander.
-solo" part will be Richard
Adcock, Chile(
lames
Ve
Carlisle. granter, Daniel
and Clyde Appleby.
FOURTH PRESENTATION
- re ’night’s perf firma nce w,llrsar
th,
.1;in’s fourth preseutation
ro"
viiinhonic band in a formal

a fte
Will the woman who lost
Oa
.it gloves registration day
Lost 1"
ill for them in the
aand department.

COMMITTEE

The suggestion by Tom Griffin
that a student’s workers committee
be formed to check on wages and
working conditions of undergraduates met opposition from the floor
as representatives pointed out that
the policies of bushier’s could not
be dictated by college students and
questioned Griffin’s assertion that
labor conditions were unfair.

film

BAND

proposed
the
Discussion
of
change of the official San Jose
State college colors was started by
’former football star Gene Rocchi,
but after considerable debate, the
attempt by the council to get a
definite vote of opinion on the
matter from the representatives
failed and the matter was dropped.
Councilmen
said, however, that
they expected that the proposal
would be placed on the. ballot this

quarter.
WORKERS

Plastics Film To
Be Shown Twice

Hon. Culbett L. Olson, Governor of the State
of California
Ic f ti: ilcm Frank W. Clark,
Chairman of the California Commission for the
Golden Gate international Exposition (right;
parchment commemorative scroll being presented to organizations that participated in the

California program at Tieasure Island and ea,ticipant’s commemorative medal which will be
presented to outstanding organizations and individuals who appeared on the California commission for the Golden Gate International Exposition program during 193g
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